Ref.IIA/SEC/CREST/

5th June 2007

Sub: Security arrangement at IIA Hosakote Campus

Centre for Research and Education in Science and Technology (CREST), Sidlaghatta Road, Hosakote, about 30 kms from Bangalore, is one of the field stations of the Indian Institute of Astrophysics. The total area of this centre is of 35 acres and fully fenced.

The Indian Institute of Astrophysics is looking for an effective and dynamic security agency to safeguard the property, equipments, men, machineries as well as trees in the above campus.

The proposal is to engage, with a view to provide round the clock security service at the campus with adequate guards, Supervisors to be deployed in three shifts (with regular weekly off as per the Act) Gunman in the night shift. The security personnel required to be deployed should be of minimum S.S.L.C qualified/served in the army and well versed in excellent security management.

Interested agencies, well experienced, in providing security arrangement for large organizations may submit their quotations for 8hrs shift as also 12hrs shift together with the details of experience in the field and having served in organization, in a sealed envelope, superscribing “SECURITY – CREST” addressed to the Administrative Officer, Indian Institute of Astrophysics, Sarjapur Road, 2nd Block Koramangala, Bangalore 560034, on or before 29th June 2007. Further the quotation should cover on the minimum wages act inclusive of statutory payment like PF, ESI etc., separately for security guard, supervisor and gunman.

The Institute reserves the right to accept any offer or cancel, without assigning any reason whatsoever.